“A gentle, supportive space

that encourages exploration
into the unknown

”R. A.

Mon/Tuesday afternoon
2-5pm,

24th April - 11th July

Open Studio Practice

Imagine is a

Therapeutic Arts project
The community-based practice
offers a safe space where creativity
can be used as a powerful tool for
furthering self-awareness and
change. The studio has been open
since 2009 and is currently run by:
Hisako Simon

This is an open studio space for you
to pursue your own artistic process.
One or two therapeutic art practitioners
will be working in the studio alongside
the members, and they can assist
artistically or therapeutically if needed.
The emphasis, however, is on the
members to develop their own work,
in a supportive and social environment.

Through my Anthroposophic training in
sculpture and art therapy, I realised that
engaging in artistic processes was a way
towards encountering our own inner
selves. On my journey I found that similar
forms kept appearing which revealed
aspects of my being, and I believe when
we meet them with a sincere heart they
open new dimensions to who we really are.

Cost: £6/hour (£15 for a full 3-hour session)

Trained in Anthroposophic art therapy, I feel
that our creativity helps us to deal with
the unexpected, to find meaning in our
lives and the inner resources to change
and grow. I see life as a journey, where
the outer and the inner path interweave;
art helps me to enjoy this journey: mindful
in the process, I leave the destination
open to the imagination.

The process is about
“imagination
and exploration

and through that an ever
growing connection to oneself
and therefore with the part of
the world in which we live

”

S. S.

Spring & Summer
2017

Welcome to
our new studio

Laura Ridolfi

At the beginning of 2017, a new
exciting phase started to unfold
for our community project. It is
thanks to the support we have
received from the Association
for the Promotion of Artistic
Therapy, together with private
donors, that this new step has
been made possible.

Tom Burns

For the past 40 years I have had an
intertwined love of painting (as an art
tutor and Anthroposophic art therapist)
and landscape gardening, each enriching
the other. Gardening throughout the
seasons over many years has attuned me
to the wonder of light, darkness, colour
and form within Nature. That wonder I
also discover each time anew in the
manifold ways that each human being can
bring to birth their own inner wellspring
of life through re-imagining light, darkness,
colour and form through art.

7-9pm,

Centre for
Science & Art

Stroud

24th April - 10th July

Cost: £12 for a 2-hour session

Gift Vouchers are available:
£15 OSP and £12 SAG
Imagine is grateful for the support received from

The Association for the Promotion
of Artistic Therapy

•Open Studio Practice (OSP)
Monday & Tuesday afternoon, 2-5pm

Homebase

Social Art Group
This group is facilitated by one or two
therapeutic art practitioners, who are
available to support the participants
artistically, techincally and, if needs be,
emotionally. This is a particularly good
space in which to develop a theme or a
body of work over a period of time. There
is the possibility, if you wish, to share and
review your work in the social context.

Basic art materials (watercolours, oils,
acrylics, pastels, charcoal, clay and many
others) are provided and no previous
artistic experience is required to join
the studio and enjoy any of our sessions:

Fromehall
Mill

therapeutic arts
Unit 2, Block 2, Fromehall Mill
Lodgemore Lane, Stroud GL5 3EH
01453 767059 • 07762 704738
www.imagine-therapeutic-arts.co.uk
info@imagine-therapeutic-arts.co.uk
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Monday evening

We continue to offer an accessible
and supportive studio space in which
each member can explore and
develop their creativity in the
community-based practice.

•Social Art Group (SAG)
Monday evening, 7-9pm
•Theme-based Groups
Tuesday morning, 9.30am-12.30pm
Wednesday morning, 10am-12.30pm
•Workshops
See inside for details of our programme

